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the sparc gcm for wasp-121b has a horizontal resolution of c32 (12864 in longitude and latitude,
respectively), and a vertical resolution of 45 pressure levels evenly spaced in log pressure that
extend from a mean pressure of 1,000bar at the bottom to 200bar at the top. the model was

integrated for 80 earth days (~60 planetary orbits). a global map of the temperature and wind
speeds at a pressure of 10mbar (a pressure within the range of altitudes probed at the wfc3

wavelengths; see, for example, fig. 3d ) is shown in supplementary fig. 5. the map shows
predominantly eastward flow at the equator and nightside vortices, with dayside temperatures

exceeding 3,000k and nightside temperatures dropping to ~1,000k. synthetic phase curves were
generated from the gcm following refs. 97, 98 and are shown in fig. 1 and extended data fig. 3.
predicted emission spectra are shown in fig. 2 and extended data fig. 6. also shown in the latter

figures are predicted emission spectra from the independent gcm simulations of ref. 9 , which were
performed for atmospheric metallicities of 1 and 5 solar. two full-orbit phase curves of wasp-121b

were observed at epochs in 2018 and 2019 with the hubble space telescope (hst) wide field camera
3 (wfc3) infrared spectrograph. for each observation, a time series of spectra was acquired using the

g141 grism, which covers the 1.121.64m wavelength range. further technical details of the
observations are provided in methods. a broadband light curve was produced by summing each

spectrum in the time series across the full wavelength range (extended data fig. 1 ). this light curve
was fit by simultaneously modelling the planet signal and instrumental systematics (methods).

quantitative results are reported in extended data fig. 2 and the best-fit model is shown in fig. 1a,
with orbital phases of 0 and 0.5 corresponding to the primary transit and secondary eclipse mid-

times, respectively. as described in methods, the best-fit phase curve model was inverted to
generate a global temperature map for wasp-121b (fig. 1b ). on the dayside hemisphere

temperatures exceed 3,000k, and drop to below 1,500k in the coolest regions of the nightside
hemisphere.
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the bay area is home to some of the most talented and successful technology companies in the
country. we are proud to count google, baidu, pinterest, linkedin, instagram, and dropbox amongst

our neighbors, and we are excited to work with them to help them prepare for a successful launch on
january 2017. we thank the city of mountain view for approving a rocket launch permit for spacex
and look forward to our inaugural flight in early 2017. what happens to the deuterium left behind

after the reactor burns? in the case of this neutron source, it is not destroyed, but is recovered and
reused at the time of re-ignition. this concept is called a “breeder reactor.” at the end of the episode,

storm warns the crew that if they decide to stay on the ship any longer, the danger will become
clear. because the ship has no solar panels, the crew cannot recharge the ship using the solar

panels, meaning that the ship will run out of air if the crew don’t leave. the crew considers storm’s
advice and departs the ship. throughout the episode, the characters use laptops, tablets, and

smartphones to access the ship’s computer and to communicate. the computer on the ship is a core
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system’s management and maintenance (csm&m) . this computer is stored on a protected data disk
and is used to monitor and operate the ship’s core systems, such as power, recycling, life support,

and propulsion. (the ship is a nuclear powered spaceship, so the reactors allow the ship to generate
the power needed to sustain the ship.) the critically acclaimed linear features (cbeebies) were

recently named among the top five most popular channels on the internet in the uk, overtaking the
bbc2 and bbc4 channels to become the most viewed. the channel has evolved to become very

different from the one which launched in april 2002, with the channel’s website receiving more than
24 million unique visitors over the past year. 5ec8ef588b
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